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Abstract The East Australian Current (EAC), like many other subtropical western boundary currents, is
believed to be penetrating further poleward in recent decades. Previous observational and model studies
have used steady state dynamics to relate changes in the westerly winds to changes in the separation
behavior of the EAC. As yet, little work has been undertaken on the impact of forcing variability on the EAC
and Tasman Sea circulation. Here using an eddy-permitting regional ocean model, we present a suite of
simulations forced by the same time-mean fields, but with different atmospheric and remote ocean variabil-
ity. These eddy-permitting results demonstrate the nonlinear response of the EAC to variable, nonstationary
inhomogeneous forcing. These simulations show an EAC with high intrinsic variability and stochastic eddy
shedding. We show that wind stress variability on time scales shorter than 56 days leads to increases in
eddy shedding rates and southward eddy propagation, producing an increased transport and southward
reach of the mean EAC extension. We adopt an energetics framework that shows the EAC extension
changes to be coincident with an increase in offshore, upstream eddy variance (via increased barotropic
instability) and increase in subsurface mean kinetic energy along the length of the EAC. The response of
EAC separation to regional variable wind stress has important implications for both past and future climate
change studies.

1. Introduction

The East Australian Current (EAC) in the western South Pacific Ocean is Australia’s strongest and most
important boundary current, supporting Australia’s temperate coastlines by transporting 1.35 6 0.42 PW of
heat poleward (Hu et al., 2015; Sloyan et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2012). At around 308S–328S the EAC partially
bifurcates into the Tasman Front (Cetina-Heredia et al., 2014), and in the process of separating, the EAC
sheds a large number of eddies in a region known as the EAC extension (Everett et al., 2012). These eddies
propagate southwest toward Tasmania and a smaller portion continue around Tasmania into the Indian
Ocean via a flow pathway known as the Tasman leakage (van Sebille et al., 2012). Via the Tasman leakage,
the EAC participates in the Southern Hemisphere supergyre circulation, a key pathway of the global thermo-
haline circulation (Ridgway & Dunn, 2007; Speich et al., 2007).

Given the growing interest in the likelihood of changes in the midlatitude westerlies driving an enhance-
ment of the EAC extension (Cai et al., 2005; Feng et al., 2016; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Ridgway, 2007; Roem-
mich et al., 2007, 2016; Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015), understanding the factors that influence the mean
circulation in the Tasman Sea is an important problem to consider. The large-scale South Pacific gyre circula-
tion is believed to be determined by the wind stress curl, Godfrey (1989) Island Rule and Sverdrup balance
(Gray & Riser, 2014; Thomas et al., 2014). It is well documented (e.g., Kiss, 2010; Rhines & Schopp, 1991; Ver-
ron & Le Provost, 1991) that wind features (such as the steepest gradient in the integrated wind stress curl)
offer at best a partial explanation for the separation latitude of western boundary currents (WBCs) due to
the importance of advection in these regions. The reality in the climate change literature however, is that
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linear theory and time-mean low-frequency changes in forcing are often used to attribute changes in WBC
regions (e.g., Wu et al., 2012). Using observations (Maria Island temperature/salinity and XBTs) and two
ocean state estimates, Hill et al. (2011) invoke steady state linear dynamics to associate changes in the
basin-scale wind stress curl with the southern extent of the South Pacific gyre; they also found the EAC
extension and Tasman Front transport to be anticorrelated. This wind-induced partitioning (also termed a
‘‘gating effect’’; Ganachaud et al., 2014) of the EAC’s pathway has been discussed by several subsequent
studies on a range of time scales using both observations and models (e.g., Chiswell & Sutton, 2015; Hu
et al., 2015; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015). Since subtropical gyres readily respond to low-
frequency decadal wind forcing variability (Roemmich et al., 2016; Willebrand et al., 1980), existing work on
the EAC gating effect has focused on low-frequency south Pacific basin-scale responses (Cai et al., 2005; Hill
et al., 2011; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014); yet little is known about how the Tasman Sea circulation responds to
local higher-frequency wind forcing.

There are a number of known factors that influence the East Australian Current’s mean flow and variability.
Due to the Indonesian Throughflow (Tomczak & Godfrey, 2003), the EAC has the weakest mean flow of the
major WBCs (Mata et al., 2000, 2006; Tomczak & Godfrey, 2003); 22.1 Sv at 278S (Sloyan et al., 2016). While
the mean flow dominates the energy field at 278S (Sloyan et al., 2016), at 308S the energy field is increas-
ingly eddy rich with the mean and standard deviation of transport being of a similar magnitude (Mata et al.,
2000). The EAC exhibits a large seasonal cycle of 8.9 Sv at 278S, with a narrower, higher transport (36.3 Sv) in
Austral summer and a broader, weaker transport (27.4 Sv) during winter (Ridgway & Godfrey, 1997). Qiu and
Chen (2004) observed that the EAC’s seasonal cycle in EKE appears to be similar in amplitude and phase to
the seasonal cycle of the south equatorial countercurrent. Subsequent studies Bowen et al. (2005) and Mata
et al. (2006), focusing on mesoscale variability did not find strong evidence of offshore forcing. Recent work
has implicated baroclinic Rossby waves in EAC transport variability at interannual to decadal time scales
(Hill et al., 2008, 2011; Holbrook et al., 2011; O’Kane et al., 2014; Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015).

The growth, migration, and detachment of EAC eddies determines the EAC’s separation latitude and are a
large component of the transport in the EAC extension. Through the EAC’s bifurcation and subsequent
shedding process, the EAC spawns an eddy approximately every 100 days (Mata et al., 2006). A number of
studies have attempted to understand the processes that cause the formation, detachment, and reattach-
ment of mesoscale eddies in the separation region. Nilsson and Cresswell (1980) suggest a Rossby wave
propagates westward along the Tasman Front to the separation region, reflecting off the coast, and subse-
quently pinching off eddies. Marchesiello and Middleton (2000), using a regional modeling configuration,
corroborated the Nilsson and Cresswell (1980) eddy shedding process. In contrast, the contemporary view
via observational and modeling studies (Bowen et al., 2005; Mata et al., 2006; Wilkin & Zhang, 2007) sug-
gests eddies arise from locally generated mixed baroclinic and barotropic instabilities propagating south-
ward along Australia’s east coast with little involvement from Rossby waves at the eddy-shedding time
scale. Although idealized models show that variable forcing can control the timing of intrinsic WBC variabil-
ity (e.g., Kiss & Frankcombe, 2016), it remains an open question whether variable forcing can influence the
timing of EAC eddy shedding or change the relative importance of barotropic/baroclinic instability in the
EAC.

Past studies suggest that both barotropic and baroclinic instabilities are active in the EAC eddy shedding
process; Bowen et al. (2005) and Mata et al. (2006) propose that barotropic energy conversion is the larger
term in the separation region, although this dominance is not confirmed by Oliver et al. (2015). Future cli-
mate change simulations by Oliver et al. (2015) suggest that increases in both barotropic and baroclinic
instabilities will drive increased growth and lifetime of anticyclonic eddies in the EAC extension, and this
leads to a near doubling of eddy-related southward heat transport in the EAC extension. O’Kane et al.
(2014) and Sloyan and O’Kane (2015) suggest that upstream EAC transport has not changed significantly in
recent decades whereas increases in the EAC extension transport since 1948 are associated with propagat-
ing baroclinic disturbances across the South Equatorial Current into the East Australian Current. However,
the Sloyan and O’Kane (2015) study was limited by a coarse 18 resolution which is unable to accurately
resolve the EAC.

In summary, the EAC displays variability on a wide range of time scales; while the EAC appears to respond
to low-frequency basin-scale variability and perhaps also local high-frequency forcing, the partitioning of
variability in the EAC system between the intrinsic variability, and the response to these different forcings,
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remains unknown. The focus of this study is to characterise the EAC’s intrinsic variability and response in
terms of both local and remote forcing. Specifically, this study will examine the influence of steady and vari-
able forcing on the following:

1. the mean state of the EAC in terms of the partial separation, strength of EAC extension and Tasman sea
circulation;

2. EAC eddy formation and shedding; and
3. the barotropic and baroclinic energy conversion in the EAC region.

Using the Nucleus for European Modelling of Ocean (NEMO) model, we present a hierarchy of eddy-
permitting simulations beginning with steady forcing (no synoptic, seasonal, or interannual variability), and
then introducing variability in the remote ocean boundaries, followed by atmospheric variability in the local
Australasian domain, and finally full variability in both local and remote regions (see section 2.3 for discus-
sion on the anticipated response). The experiments/model configuration is described in section 2 with
model evaluation in section 3. Results characterizing the dominant role of the regional surface forcing in
the rectified circulation in the Tasman Sea are given in sections 4.1–4.3 and a mechanism is proposed in
section 4.4. Discussion and opportunities for further work are given in section 5.

2. Model and Methods

2.1. Ocean Model Configuration
The ocean general circulation model used in this study is version 3.4 of the Nucleus for European Modelling
of Ocean (NEMO) model (Madec, 2012). NEMO solves the incompressible, Boussinesq, hydrostatic, primitive
equations with a filtered free surface. NEMO uses a z-coordinate C-grid with partial cells at the bottom most
layer in order to provide more realistic representation of bottom topography (Barnier et al., 2006). At the lat-
eral continental boundaries, a free slip condition is employed which means that there is no velocity gradient
(i.e., no horizontal shear) at the solid boundaries of the model. The energy-conserving and enstrophy-
conserving momentum advection scheme and free slip configuration used have been found to be optimal
for realistic variability of WBCs (Fransner, 2012; Le Sommer et al., 2009; Penduff et al., 2007). Topography is
taken from the ETOPO1 data set (Amante & Eakins, 2009). In our configuration, NEMO has 75 vertical levels,
with 24 levels in the upper 100 m and 22 levels between 100 and 1,000 m; this enables realistic representa-
tion of coastlines and continental shelves. This high number of near-surface levels also improves fidelity of
the mixed-layer and thermocline variations (Bernie et al., 2005), as well as resolution of baroclinic flow
(Stewart et al., 2017). NEMO is run with a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) scheme for vertical mix-

ing. Laterally we have spatially varying eddy coefficients (according to
local mesh size) with a Laplacian operator for iso-neutral diffusion of
tracers and a biharmonic operator for lateral diffusion of momentum.

The regional Australasian model domain is pictured in Figure 1. The
grid is curvilinear (shown in Figure 2) with an eddy-permitting (nomi-
nally 1/48) horizontal resolution. Specifically, the meridional width of
each grid cell is 24.5 km whereas the zonal width varies with both lon-
gitude and latitude between 19.5 and 24.5 km. This regional simula-
tion is forced by temperature, salinity, u/v-velocity at the open ocean
boundaries with 5 day means from a global NEMO ocean simulation
run at 1/48 resolution with 75 vertical levels (namely, ORCA025-L75-
MJM95, provided by the DRAKKAR/MyOcean group; Barnier et al.,
2007, 2011). Further details regarding the handling of the ocean
boundary conditions are given in Madec (2012, section 8.4), Barnier
et al. (1998), and Marchesiello et al. (2001). ORCA025-L75-MJM95 was
forced by the 3-hourly T255 (�0.758) ERA-Interim atmospheric reanal-
ysis (Dee et al., 2011) through the CORE bulk formulae. The initial con-
ditions for ocean temperature and salinity are taken from Levitus et al.
(1998) with an ocean at rest. The regional simulation surface forcing is
also from the ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011)
between 1989 and 2009. There is no sea surface salinity relaxation in

Figure 1. Experiment design schematic that illustrates the model domain and
spatial extent of the variable forcing. (bottom) NEMO configuration has a
regional domain (pictured) that is forced by ERA-Interim at the surface and
ORCA025-L75-MJM95 in the ocean boundaries. The four main experiments con-
sist of (1) steady surface forcing and ocean boundary conditions (CONSTANT),
(2) varying the remote ocean (VARY-OBC), (3) varying surface fluxes (VARY-
LOCAL), and (4) varying both the remote ocean and local forcing (VARY-ALL).
Fields are illustrative only, pictured are snapshots (14 May 2005) of the (top)
variable surface wind stress and (bottom) temperature.
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the regional domain; precipitation plus runoff minus evaporation determines the freshwater flux across the
air-sea interface. The temporal resolution of ERA-Interim in the regional domain depends on the variable:
winds and humidity are imposed at 3-hourly time steps whereas precipitation and longwave/shortwave
radiation are imposed daily. Our simulations are analyzed from 1994 to 2009, in which ERA-Interim uses
data from continuous satellite wind stress coverage, namely, ERS-1, ERS-2, and QuickSCAT (Dee et al., 2011).

2.2. Experiments
The ERA-Interim variables within the Australasian domain will be referred to as the local forcing and the
ocean boundary conditions (OBCs; taken from the ORCA025-L75-MJM95 simulation) will be called the
remote forcing. All experiments have the same time-mean local and remote boundary forcing.

The four main experiments used to assess the impact of local and remote forcing variability on the Tasman
Sea circulation are as follows:

1. CONSTANT has no local or remote forcing variability (all forcing fields, both local and remote taken from
the 21 year time-mean fields);

2. VARY-OBC has a constant time-mean local forcing but varying remote ocean boundary conditions (5
days to interannual time scales in temperature, salinity, and velocity);

3. VARY-LOCAL has a constant remote forcing but varying local surface atmospheric forcing over the
regional domain (3-hourly averages for winds and humidity, through to daily, seasonal and interannual
time scales for those and all other variables); and

Figure 2. Comparison of VARY-ALL (NEMO) and AVISO sea surface height (SSH) between 1994 and 2009. (a, b) Mean SSH anomaly and (d, e) SSH standard devia-
tion. The sea surface height mean anomalies in Figures 2a and 2b are relative to the temporal and spatial average to emphasise the difference in time-mean gra-
dients between VARY-ALL and AVISO. Biases of VARY-ALL relative to AVISO are given in Figures 2c and 2f.
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4. VARY-ALL has both local and remote forcing variability (i.e., VARY-LOCAL and VARY-OBC).

A schematic of the model experiment design in terms of the VARY-LOCAL and VARY-OBC forcing locations
is pictured in Figure 1. All experiments are shown in supporting information Table S1.

In contrast to idealized studies (Andres et al., 2012; Jouanno et al., 2016; Pedlosky, 1965; Veronis, 1970; Wille-
brand et al., 1980), the experiments here utilize realistic bathymetry, coastlines, stratification, and nonsta-
tionary/nonhomogeneity in the wind stress fields. The novelty of these experiments is that they progress
from an idealized time-mean steady forcing to a fully varying realistic configuration (i.e., VARY-ALL) that
would be typical of the oceanic component of a CMIP model.

In the variable local forcing cases, taking the time-mean of the wind velocity field would result in different
time-mean wind stress fields, due to the quadratic dependence of the wind stress on the wind velocity (e.g.,
Zhai, 2013) and nonlinear terms in the calculation of the drag coefficient (Large & Yeager, 2004). As the
focus of this study is the nonlinear EAC response to variable forcing, this issue is best avoided. Therefore,
the NEMO simulations described above are run with directly prescribed air-sea fluxes (including heat, fresh-
water and stress) in the regional domain. To obtain the fluxes and minimise temperature and salinity drift,
NEMO was first run with fully varying ERA-Interim fluxes using the CORE bulk formulae with absolute wind
(Large & Yeager, 2004), and the resulting 3-hourly surface stress, freshwater, and heat fluxes were stored
and used to force all the above NEMO simulations (including VARY-ALL), using the time-mean where
described. This approach ensures that the time-mean of all components of air-sea fluxes to be the same
across all the experiments, regardless of the variability imposed in the forcing.

Another five experiments are used to determine which wind frequencies in the local wind stress forcing are
responsible for the changes we see in the mean circulation (see section 4). These have fixed lateral bound-
ary conditions as in VARY-LOCAL, and all surface fluxes except for the wind stress are also fixed. The wind
stress field in the local domain (used to force VARY-LOCAL and VARY-ALL) contains variability from 3-hourly
to interannual time scales. In experiments 5–9, we high pass, low pass, or band pass the wind stress via vari-
ous ‘‘brick wall’’ filters in the frequency domain, yielding five experiments forced by variability restricted to
(5) <56 days, (6) 56–148 days, (7) 148–330 days, (8) 330–400 days, and (9) >400 days period. The time-
mean wind stress from the unfiltered forcing is also added to the filtered forcing in experiments 5–8 so that
all five experiments include the same time-mean. Experiment 5 is intended to capture synoptic to monthly
variability with experiments 6–9 capturing progressively longer modes of variability. In particular, experi-
ment 8 contains the annual peak and experiment 9 has interannual and longer variability. Our approach of
filtering the wind field in frequency space is different from the monthly averaging of atmospheric variables
(e.g., Penduff et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2016), the latter method would be similar to a <400 day experiment
(not experiment 8).

Similar to other boundary current regional configurations (e.g., Renault et al., 2016b), experiments are spun-
up for 5 years (in this case January 1989 to December 1993; see supporting information Figure S1), and all
results presented in this study use daily-averaged model output from 16 years of integration after spin-up
(January 1994 to December 2009).

2.3. Theoretical Expectations: Anticipated Response to Varying Forcing
The anticipated EAC response from steady to realistically varying forcing warrants an a priori discussion, in
which we also define some necessary terminology. We define intrinsic variability as variability arising with-
out any variability in the local surface forcing or remote ocean boundary conditions. This terminology differs
from some studies, for example S�erazin et al. (2015) who define intrinsic variability as ocean variability aris-
ing from an atmospheric forcing with a repeated climatological seasonal cycle. Rectification is defined as
the emergence of a different time-mean state (despite the same time-mean forcing) due to variability in the
atmosphere or ocean boundary conditions. Oceanic variability is a result of a combination of (1) the
response of the ocean to local and/or remote forcing variability and (2) intrinsic dynamical instability pro-
cesses (e.g., barotropic/baroclinic instability, or topographically generated eddies and meanders in oceanic
jets; Stammer & Wunsch, 1999). On the large scale, the time-mean wind stress alone is expected to drive an
oceanic circulation characterised by an intense WBC that is intrinsically unstable (e.g., Pedlosky, 1996). The
wind field’s fluctuating component alone can also give rise to rectified mean currents, that are likely much
weaker in magnitude (Willebrand et al., 1980). The subsequent mean and rectified mean currents from the
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mean and variable winds interact to create a new mean circulation. To put this in context, the CONSTANT
experiment will only have mean currents from the mean forcing whereas the VARY-LOCAL simulation will
have the net interaction of time-mean currents from the time-mean and variable forcing. While the differ-
ence between the VARY-LOCAL and CONSTANT simulations will allow us to infer the effect of local variable
forcing, this study will not characterise the rectified mean circulation from variable forcing with zero mean.
Similar approaches to understanding the effect of variable forcing are used in Penduff et al. (2011) and
Jouanno et al. (2016).

2.4. Estimating the Separation Latitude
The separation latitude of the EAC is calculated from each daily average output, using SSH contours to indi-
cate a separation of the main current from the coast, following the method described by (Cetina-Heredia
et al., 2014; Ypma et al., 2016). This method captures eddy detachment and reattachment, which character-
ises changes in the separation latitude on short time scales. The method involves the following:

1. Finding the core of the EAC upstream of the separation at 288S, defined as the maximum southward geo-
strophic surface velocity as determined from the SSH field.

2. Following the SSH contour at the location of the maximum velocity southward, and then recording the
first location at which the contour turns more than 308S eastward of south as the separation latitude.

Daily separation latitudes lying more than 1 standard deviation from the 50 day running mean are consid-
ered false detections and ignored (gray crosses in Figure 7).

2.5. Eddy Tracking
This study uses the eddy detection and tracking algorithm developed by Chelton et al. (2011) and coded by
Oliver et al. (2013). Eddy detection involves finding closed contours of sea level anomalies above a specified
threshold for each daily map of filtered sea surface height. Additional necessary criteria include: a minimum
eddy radius, peak amplitude and local extrema for cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. Eddy tracks are then
generated for each eddy by searching for all eddy centroids at successive time steps that lie within a speci-
fied ellipsoid centred on the eddy. Further details of the algorithm can be found in Chelton et al. (2011,
Appendix B2) and its implementation can be found in Oliver et al. (2013, Appendix A).

2.6. Energetics
Energetics metrics are used to quantify differences in the energy conversion between the experiments.
Here we define the eddy state as any deviation from the time-mean state; this results in a Reynolds decom-
position of the zonal (u) and meridional (v) velocities into their time-mean (u; v ) and eddy-varying compo-
nents (u0, v0), and similarly for density q. We calculate the following widely used (e.g., Bowen et al., 2005;
Eden & B€oning, 2002; Loveday et al., 2014; Mata et al., 2006; Oliver et al., 2015) quantities (all averaged
between depths z1 and z2):

1. Mean kinetic energy,

MKE x; yð Þ5 q0

2 z22z1ð Þ

ð2z1

2z2

u21v 2
� �

dz; (1)

2. Eddy kinetic energy,

EKE x; yð Þ5 q0

2 z22z1ð Þ

ð2z1

2z2

u02 1v02
� �

dz; (2)

3. Mean potential energy! eddy potential energy (MPE!EPE),

BCC5
g

z22z1

ð2z1

2z2

u0q0 @q
@x 1 v0q0 @q

@y
@~q
@z

 !
dz; (3)
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4. MKE! EKE is

BTC52
~q

z22z1

ð2z1

2z2

u0u0
@u
@x

1u0v0
@u
@y

1
@ v
@x

� �
1 v0v0

@v
@y

� �
dz: (4)

Physically, positive values of equation (3) are an indication of baroclinic instability (BCC) and positive values
of equation (4) suggests the occurrence of barotropic instability (BTC). Since z22z1 is the thickness of each
latitude/longitude grid cell, the depth average removes the effects of topography/partial cells. The kinetic
energy is based on q051; 035 kg m23, as that is the value used in NEMO in solving the momentum equa-
tions under the Boussinesq approximation. Density for BCC and BTC was calculated from the temperature
and salinity fields using the Jackett and McDougall (1994) Equation of State which matches the method
used in this version of NEMO. Reference stratification ~q zð Þ is approximated by the zonally and meridionally
averaged density; see Kang and Curchitser (2015, Appendix) for a discussion of the sensitivity to the refer-
ence stratification. Typical of other studies using these metrics (e.g., B€oning & Budich, 1992; Haidvogel &
Beckmann, 1999; Mata et al., 2006), contributions from vertical velocities are likely small and so are
neglected. Similarly, these diagnostics are calculated offline from daily average fields where ensemble aver-
aging simplifies the computation, e.g., u0u05uu2u u (Doddridge et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 2015).

3. Evaluation of the Simulated Tasman Sea Circulation (VARY-ALL)

3.1. Mean and Variability of Sea Surface Height
In Figure 2, the VARY-ALL simulation with full variability is evaluated with respect to satellite altimetry
(AVISO) over 1994–2009 when the available observations and simulation overlap. The VARY-ALL Tasman
Sea large-scale circulation is similar to the observations; specifically, the East Australian Current and East
Auckland Current are clearly visible in VARY-ALL. In particular, the EAC’s modeled SSH gradients are similar
in location and structure. Biases however do exist (Figure 2c); for example, there are SSH gradients in the
Indonesian Throughflow that are not present in VARY-ALL and the modeled SSH gradients across the Tas-
man Front are sharper than the observations. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current region has biases in the
location and strength of fronts along the southern edge of the domain, particularly in Figure 2c. These
biases may be related to the ORCA025-L75-MJM95 ocean boundary conditions, limited fidelity in the
resolved bathymetry and the relatively coarse resolution of the model configuration (since the Rossby
radius decreases as latitude increases).

The variability of sea surface height in VARY-ALL is also in good agreement with AVISO in many areas (see
white areas in Figure 2f) but underestimated by up to 50% in the East Australian Current (Figures 2d–2f). This
underestimation is typical of 1/48 eddy-permitting resolution models (e.g., Ypma et al., 2016). There is also an
enhancement of variability in the north-western corner of the domain, which is largely an artefact of running a
regional simulation in which equatorially trapped waves cannot exit the domain. Given that this spurious vari-
ability is far away from our region of interest it is unlikely to adversely affect the results presented.

3.2. Depth-Integrated Transports in the East Australian Current Region
Depth-integrated time-mean (1994–2009) transports down to 1,945 m in VARY-ALL and observations in the
Tasman Sea are shown in Figure 3. These section locations and observations are also analyzed in Oliver and
Holbrook (2014). Section end points match those of Oliver and Holbrook (2014), insofar as the model grid
allows, to ensure a closed transport budget. The observations originate from Ridgway and Godfrey (1994)
and Ridgway and Dunn (2003) (RG94) and the CSIRO Atlas of Regional Seas (CARS) climatology (Ridgway
et al., 2002) using a reference level of 2,000 dbar (level of no motion). The VARY-ALL (NEMO), MOM, OFAM,
and RG94 transports include both Ekman and geostrophic components, but the CARS transports are geo-
strophic components only. From Oliver and Holbrook (2014, Figure 5), for RG94, the Ekman components for
sections FE, ED, DG, AB are 0–12% of the RG94 geostrophic transport and 100% for BC, thus aside from BC,
we can expect the omission of the Ekman component in CARS would have only a small effect on the results
presented.

Comparing transports flowing into the boxed Tasman Sea region to observations, the VARY-ALL simulation
approximately captures the core EAC transport (FE) but overestimates the southern inflow (BC). Across BC,
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given that the observed geostrophic transport varies by 2.2 Sv (1.0 Sv
in RG94 versus 3.2 Sv in CARS), the bias in the VARY-ALL simulation
is small. The modeled upstream EAC transport (FE) of 25.5 Sv is
within the observed and modeled range of EAC transports shown in
Figure 3, and most importantly the recent 18 month full-depth
152 km wide mooring based observations by Sloyan et al. (2016) at
278S, namely 22.1 6 7.5 Sv.

Examining transports out of the Tasman Sea box, we see a weaker
northward outflow (ED) compensated by anomalously strong east-
ward outflows (DG) and the EAC extension (AB). Comparing combined
north-eastward outflow (DG 1 ED), VARY-ALL (16.2 Sv) and MOM (16.9
Sv) simulate a weaker DG 1 ED outflow than is observed by RG94
(21.3 Sv) and CARS (18.5 Sv). Having said this, while not directly com-
parable to DG, more recent, direct mooring observations of the Tas-
man Front in the Tasman Sea interior give a higher mean transport of
7.8 Sv (Sutton & Bowen, 2014) with high variability ranging between
24 and 17.8 Sv (4.4 Sv standard deviation). The VARY-ALL simulation’s
large bias in the EAC extension (AB) is likely offset by having the weak-
est north-eastward outflow at DG 1 ED as well as the previously dis-
cussed stronger inflow across BC.

In summary, while biases in transport magnitude remain, the VARY-
ALL simulation captures the overall structure and magnitude of Tas-
man Sea circulation.

4. Results

Throughout this paper, the CONSTANT experiment is used as a control
because it is the shared basis of all nine experiments (see section 2.2
or supporting information Table S1) and also enables a characteriza-
tion of changes in the mean and variable state of the Tasman Sea cir-
culation that are not intrinsic to the mean forcing.

4.1. Sea Surface Height and Transport Comparison
Spatial maps of NEMO sea surface height mean and standard deviation anomalies under differing forcing
are presented in Figure 4. In the Tasman Sea, VARY-ALL more closely resembles VARY-LOCAL than VARY-
OBC in the changes of SSH mean and standard deviation relative to CONSTANT. Assuming the forcing
effects are linear, this suggests that the local surface forcing is largely responsible for the spatial pattern of
change seen in VARY-ALL in the Tasman Sea.

Focusing on the time-mean changes from CONSTANT in Figures 4b–4d, VARY-LOCAL and VARY-ALL have
the largest changes in the Tasman Sea circulation, with a less distinct Tasman Front and a more defined
EAC extension (clearest in Figures 4c and 5a). The standard deviation of sea surface height (Figures 4f–4h)
shows the spatial changes in variability between the experiments with forced variability and CONSTANT.
VARY-OBC shows a basin-wide increase in variability and a relatively small reduction in eddy activity in the
EAC extension. In both the VARY-LOCAL and VARY-ALL (Figures 4g and 4h) simulations, there is a large
reduction in variability in the EAC separation region, and also an increase in variability in both the upstream
region of the EAC and the EAC extension. Ypma et al. (2016) also find enhancement of variability both
upstream and in the EAC extension when changing from atmospheric normal year forcing to forcing with
full interannual variability (their Figures 3c and 3d); however, unlike Figures 4g and 4h, they additionally
found enhanced variability in the separation region.

The dramatic change in mean SSH gradients between CONSTANT and VARY-LOCAL in the EAC separation
region can be visualised more clearly using a barotropic streamfunction (Figure 5a). The Tasman Sea-wide
shift seen in the VARY-LOCAL experiment in Figure 4c, is now more clearly visualised as an overall increase
in transport across the Tasman Sea with the largest depth-integrated increases in transport in the EAC

Figure 3. Schematic of VARY-ALL (NEMO) mean depth-integrated transport
with observations (browns) and models (pinks). Units are Sverdrups. NEMO
transports are depth-integrated to 1,945 m. The observations are from Ridgway
and Godfrey (1994) (RG94) and CARS, via Oliver and Holbrook (2014). Model
transports OFAM and MOM are from Oliver and Holbrook (2014) and Ypma
et al. (2016), respectively. Section end points are similar to Oliver and Holbrook
(2014) but sections are aligned with the curvilinear model grid (not strictly
zonal/meridional); transport is calculated using grid, normal velocities. The sec-
tion end points are (A) 148.28E, 42.68S, (B) 150.88E, 42.68S, (C) 172.58E, 40.68S,
(D) 171.38E, 25.88S, (E) 155.68E, 27.68S, (F) 153.68E, 27.88S, (G) 173.68E, 34.98S,
(H) 146.98E, 43.48S, and (I) 146.98E, 45.88S.
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extension along the coast of Australia. The depth-integrated transports in Figure 5b corroborate this story,
indicating that the variability in the local surface forcing (VARY-LOCAL) increases the proportion of mean
EAC transport that flows into the EAC extension (section JK), with a concomitant reduction in the transport
in the Tasman Front (section GD).

Figure 4. (a) Sea surface height (m) and (e) its standard deviation (m) for the CONSTANT (control) experiment. (b–d) SSH anomaly relative to CONSTANT for VARY-
OBC, VARY-LOCAL, and VARY-ALL, respectively (to emphasise the changes in the geostrophic currents between each experiment, the area-mean is removed from
each sea surface height field). (f–h) SSH standard deviation anomaly relative to CONSTANT for VARY-OBC, VARY-LOCAL, and VARY-ALL, respectively. Positive anom-
alies indicate values exceed CONSTANT.

Figure 5. (a) Time-mean barotropic streamfunction difference between VARY-LOCAL and CONSTANT (integration taken eastward from Australia down to 1,945 m;
contours every 2 Sv), red (blue) indicates areas of enhanced (reduced) transport when local surface forcing is introduced. (b) Comparison of depth-integrated
transport (Sv) to 1,945 m between CONSTANT (blue), VARY-OBC (yellow), VARY-LOCAL (green), and VARY-ALL (lavender). The section end points are the same as
Figure 3, with the addition of points J (150.18E, 37.18S) and K (151.78E, 37.18S).
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Figure 5b quantifies the effect of variable forcing on the time-mean Tasman Sea circulation. Across all
coastal sections and experiments, the EAC postseparation (JK) displays the largest range of transports (8.5–
20.7 Sv). Despite a modest mean change in upstream EAC transport (FE), we see a large rectification
response at JK of 10.3 Sv between CONSTANT and VARY-LOCAL down to 1,945 m (standard error in the
mean at JK is 0.7 and 1.6 Sv, respectively). Across all sections excluding GD and BC, relative to the steady
state forcing in CONSTANT we find that variability in the remote ocean (VARY-OBC) weakens mean trans-
port; for all sections excluding GD, variability in both the local/remote forcing (VARY-ALL) increases trans-
port, and variability in the local forcing alone (VARY-LOCAL) produces the largest mean transport. The
calculated net transport into the Tasman Sea bounded by A-F is 0.2–0.5 Sv for the four experiments, smaller
than the imbalances of 0.5 6 2, 20.8, 0.6, and 1.5 Sv in Ridgway and Godfrey (1994), CARS, Ypma et al.
(2016) and Oliver and Holbrook (2014), respectively. Interestingly, since all four experiments feel the same
time-mean wind stress curl, a steady state linear Sverdrup-Island Rule (Godfrey, 1989; Sverdrup, 1947)
model would give the same transport across GD, whereas our model gives a wide range of Tasman Sea out-
flow transports, from 5 to 10.8 Sv. Before proposing a mechanism for the described rectified circulation (sec-
tion 6.4), we first examine changes in EAC variability.

4.2. Changes in EAC Transport Variability
We now explore how changes in transport variability determine the different mean states discussed in sec-
tion 4.1. To this end, Figure 6 shows power spectra, violin plots and boxplots for coastal EAC sections (FE/

Figure 6. Comparison of depth-integrated (to 1,945 m) southward transport time series in terms of (a–c) power spectra, (d–f) violin plots, and (g–i) box plots for
each month January–December, where each column is a different transport section across FE/JK/AB (see inset in Figures 6a–6c for location of section) for the four
experiments (CONSTANT/VARY-OBC/VARY-LOCAL/VARY-ALL). The violin plots contain a normal box plot with the additional ‘‘violin’’ indicating the transport distri-
bution through a kernel density estimate (Scott reference rule is used for bandwidth selection). The top and bottom of each box (Figures 6d–6i) indicate the inter-
quartile range (IQR). The median is represented by a white dot (Figures 6d–6f) or the mark within the box (Figures 6g–6i). The whiskers in Figures 6d–6i extend 1.5
3 IQR beyond the box; dots that fall outside the whiskers (Figures 6g–6i only) are thus considered outliers. The textboxes in Figures 6d–6f check the linearity of
the response in terms of median transport anomaly relative to CONSTANT.
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JK/AB) for the four experiments. Figure 6d shows that the upstream EAC has large intrinsic variability with
CONSTANT the least variable and VARY-OBC the most variable. Specifically, Figure 6d shows that the CON-
STANT EAC upstream (FE) interquartile range (IQR) of transport is 6.5 Sv; the remaining experiments have a
larger IQR � 8.5 Sv. The upstream EAC transport (FE) standard deviation for CONSTANT (4.8 Sv) is a sizeable
fraction of that for VARY-OBC, VARY-LOCAL, and VARY-ALL (7.1, 6.1, and 6.5 Sv, respectively). These values
are similar to the EAC transport standard deviation of 7.5 Sv found by Sloyan et al. (2016) in an 18 month
full-depth 152 km wide mooring at 278S. Comparing to CONSTANT, the increased IQR of VARY-OBC at JK
and AB corroborates work by Hill et al. (2010), suggesting remote oceanic variability affects EAC extension
transport variability.

The period with the greatest power in the power spectra (Figures 6a–6c) is the annual peak at 365 days in
the VARY-LOCAL experiment. A suggestion of seasonality is shown in the boxplots for the VARY-LOCAL and
VARY-ALL experiments at FE and AB (Figures 6g and 6i). At FE, this is likely the documented summertime
peak in upstream EAC transport (Ridgway & Godfrey, 1997; Wang et al., 2013). It is notable that remote forc-
ing appears to play little role in the seasonality of the upstream EAC (VARY-OBC, Figure 6a). In all sections
(Figures 6a–6c), VARY-ALL appears to have a weaker annual peak compared to VARY-LOCAL, suggesting
that the varying ocean boundary conditions are dampening the annual signal. Section JK is interesting as
there are peaks for VARY-LOCAL/VARY-ALL between 90 and 200 days, some with a similar magnitude to the
annual peak. This variability is likely related to the documented EAC eddy-shedding time scale (Bowen
et al., 2005; Mata et al., 2000, 2006; 90–180, 90–140, �100 days, respectively) and will be examined more
closely in the next section.

4.3. Changes in Eddy Shedding and the EAC Separation Latitude
Time series of the separation latitude (details in section 2.4) for the four experiments are presented in
Figure 7. The separation latitude in the experiments including local forcing variability (i.e., VARY-LOCAL/
VARY-ALL) is consistently further south. The mean separation latitude shift of 0.78S (supporting information
Figure S2) between CONSTANT and VARY-LOCAL exceeds the standard error in these means (0.18 in both
cases), indicating that the mean separation change is statistically significant despite being small relative to

Figure 7. Separation latitude time series comparison. Black dots are detected separation latitude (gray crosses are consid-
ered false-positive outputs by the separation latitude algorithm). A ‘‘retraction event’’ (blue circles) is defined as the times
when the separation latitude jumps northward by more than 1.58 in a single day. Separation latitude mean is indicated
for all experiments by horizontal lines.
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the variability. Moreover, the 0.78S EAC separation shift is similar to the increase in mean separation latitude
found in recent eddy-resolving simulations applying trends in forcing. For example, Oliver and Holbrook
(2014) found a 0.88S shift from present to future climate in a �60 year A1B climate change scenario and
Cetina-Heredia et al. (2014) found a modeled 67 km poleward mean shift during 1980–2010. The implica-
tions of this result will be discussed further in section 5.

The introduction of variability in the local surface forcing decreases the time between eddy shedding
events. There are 41, 40, 49, and 45 detected retraction events (blue circles) in CONSTANT, VARY-OBC,
VARY-LOCAL, and VARY-ALL, respectively. While the variability in retraction period is high (supporting infor-
mation Figure S3), the introduction of regional atmospheric variability (VARY-LOCAL) leads to a 15%
decrease in the mean time between eddy shedding events as compared to the intrinsic EAC eddy shedding
time scale (CONSTANT). This change is statistically significant relative to the standard error in the mean.
Given the increase in variability in the postseparated EAC in VARY-LOCAL in Figure 6e, it is notable that the
EAC retraction period’s IQR is smallest (i.e., the shedding is most regular) with regional atmospheric variabil-
ity (VARY-LOCAL), suggesting that the annual cycle in the local forcing (see Figure 11f) may play some role
in the timing of eddy shedding.

4.4. Dynamics of Rectified Tasman Sea Circulation
Since we have now established that the variability in EAC extension is mostly attributable to variability in
the local atmospheric forcing, the remainder of section 4 will focus on the differences between the CON-
STANT and VARY-LOCAL experiments.

Figure 8 shows large-scale changes in the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) field at the surface (0–200 m) and
changes in the mean kinetic energy field (MKE) at the surface and at depth (200–1,945 m) with the introduc-
tion of local variability. Near-surface MKE is increased in the EAC extension region but generally reduced
upstream in the EAC, the EAC separation region, Tasman Front and offshore in the South Caledonian jet. In
contrast, the response below 200 m is a consistent enhancement of MKE along the coast. Stronger MKE at
depth is consistent with an enhanced EAC extension (Figure 5a) and the idea that water parcels below
approximately 460 m are more likely to end up in the EAC extension (Ypma et al., 2016). Figure 8c shows a
broad enhancement of near-surface EKE across the Pacific north of 258S, with a strong increase in upstream
coastal EKE up to Papua New Guinea. An increase in EKE south of New Caledonia also appears in VARY-
LOCAL. Strong surface EKE south of New Caledonia can be seen in AVISO (Qiu & Chen, 2004), ORCA-R025
(Barnier et al., 2006), and OFAM3 also forced by ERAI (Feng et al., 2016). Additionally, there is a large reduc-
tion in EKE in the upstream offshore area/separation region (258S–358S, 1508E–1608E) and a large increase
in EKE in the EAC extension region (358S–428S, �1538E). EKE differences below 200 m (not shown) are simi-
lar to Figure 8c. In summary, when the local surface forcing varies, the near-surface EKE in the upstream
EAC and subsurface MKE along the pathway of the EAC is enhanced.

Figure 8. Change in VARY-LOCAL (a) 0–200 m average MKE, (b) 200–1,945 m average MKE, and (c) 0–200 m average EKE relative to CONSTANT.
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Figure 9. Baroclinic (BCC) and barotropic (BTC) conversion terms depth-averaged 0–200 m for (a, c) CONSTANT and (b, d)
VARY-LOCAL. (e) BCC and (f) BTC integrated vertically over the upper 200 m and zonally over a band of 108 bounded on
the west by the coastline (shaded on inset map in Figure 9e). Positive values of these terms imply mean-to-eddy energy
conversion.
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Figure 9 shows the depth averaged (surface-200 m) baroclinic (BCC)
and barotropic (BTC) conversion terms (section 2.6). In both CON-
STANT and VARY-LOCAL cases, consistent with previous studies
(Bowen et al., 2005; Mata et al., 2006; Oliver et al., 2015), the coastal
EAC region exhibits mixed barotropic/baroclinic conversion (positive
values) suggesting both energy pathways are responsible for eddy
generation. We now consider changes in the conversion terms first
offshore, second upstream and lastly along the EAC coastal region.

Figure 9d shows a large increase in MKE ! EKE (BTC) offshore of
north-eastern Australia (128S–208S, 1458E–1808E) under local surface
forcing (VARY-LOCAL). This is likely related to the established domi-
nance of barotropic energy conversion in the region. Specifically, Qiu
and Chen (2004) found that the seasonal variability of the EKE signal
in the South Equatorial Current system was related to the varying
strength of barotropic energy conversion and the seasonal intensity
of the SECC jet. With local surface forcing variability (VARY-LOCAL)
there is an increase in both MPE ! EPE and EPE ! MPE along the
Queensland coast (Figures 9a and 9b). Finally, there are small
increases in EKE! MKE (Figure 9d) and MPE! EPE (Figure 9b) south
of New Caledonia. This increase in baroclinic energy conversion is
located in the same position as the baroclinic waveguide south of

New Caledonia discussed by O’Kane et al. (2014) and Sloyan and O’Kane (2015). The nonlinear, baroclinic
flows south of New Caledonia are maintained by some of the strongest observed gradients between tropi-
cal and subtropical waters in the region (Couvelard et al., 2008).

In the upstream EAC, there is a stronger, more continuous path of both MPE! EPE and EPE! MPE energy
conversion in the VARY-LOCAL simulation (Figures 9a and 9b); the inshore positive contribution suggesting
increased MPE! EPE conversion is consistent with stronger upstream eddy energy shown in Figure 8c.

To look at changes along the EAC, we follow a similar integration method to Oliver et al. (2015): the coast-
ally bound 108 offshore of the Australian continent is integrated in the upper 200 m for the BCC and BTC
conversion terms, shown in Figures 9e and 9f. While this integration provides a convenient summary we
note that it involves cancellation between positive and negative terms and so only highlights the net
energy transfer. The biggest change is seen at �34.58S, where the VARY-LOCAL experiment shows weaker
conversion into the mean field (smaller negative values for both BCC and BTC), consistent with weaker EKE
in the separation region in VARY-LOCAL (see Figure 8). Consistent with a stronger EAC extension, south of
368S, VARY-LOCAL has enhanced eddy to mean flow conversion in both BCC and BTC.

Figure 10 shows large-scale differences between the eddy tracks of CONSTANT and VARY-ALL; the eddies
are tracked using the method described in section 2.5. Specifically, Figure 10 shows eddies that have been
tracked for at least 4 days. Compared to VARY-ALL, the CONSTANT experiment has large regions where no
or fewer than five eddies were detected (gray hexbins); for example over the northern area of the domain
(88S–208S, 1408E–1758E) and in the Tasman Sea on the western side of New Zealand. The most striking dif-
ference between the two experiments is the increase in the number of eddies upstream in the EAC and off-
shore into the Pacific north and south of New Caledonia (208S–258S, 1538E–1758E).

Figures 11a–11e present additional experiments (section 2.2) with filtered wind stress variability and all
other surface and boundary fluxes held constant; Figure 11f shows the power spectrum of the spatially
integrated wind stress curl with the filter band edges marked. Figure 11a closely resembles VARY-LOCAL
(Figure 5a), showing that monthly to synoptic wind variability (faster than 56 days) is critically important for
the rectified enhancement of the EAC extension (and also that variability of other surface fluxes is unimpor-
tant). In contrast, the lower frequency experiments in Figures 11b–11e show little change in the EAC exten-
sion extent. This is an important result because high-frequency variability is not typically associated with
the extent of the EAC extension (e.g., Cai, 2006; Hill et al., 2011; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014). The importance of
this high-frequency band is likely due to it containing more integrated variance than the others, despite
having lower amplitude than the annual peak (see Figure 11f table; the total in the <56 days band is

Figure 10. Total eddy count for tracked eddies with lifetimes of at least 4 days.
Gray indicates areas of no data or where fewer than five eddies were detected.
Eddies are only counted in each pixel or ‘‘hexbin’’ once in their tracked lifetime.
(a) CONSTANT and (b) VARY-LOCAL experiment.
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actually an underestimate, as the model output data was daily
whereas the forcing was 3-hourly; in addition the spatial averaging
reduces the high-frequency signal from synoptic weather).

5. Summary and Discussion

A hierarchy of ocean model simulations with the same time-mean
wind stress forcing was examined to understand the impact of local
and remote forcing variability on the EAC (here ‘‘local’’ means surface
forcing over the regional domain, and ‘‘remote’’ means the ocean
boundary forcing, see section 2.2). The modeled East Australian Cur-
rent has high intrinsic variability when forced only by a time-mean
steady wind field and surface fluxes. Oceanic variability through the
remote ocean boundary conditions was found to have limited impact
on the mean transport in the EAC extension and mean state of the
Tasman Sea circulation. Given the high intrinsic variability (as shown
in the CONSTANT experiment) it is unsurprising that previous studies
have only found weak correlations between EAC variability and cli-
mate modes such as ENSO (Hu et al., 2015). In comparison to steady
forcing, we find that variability in the local forcing field creates: a recti-
fied subsurface enhancement of the EAC with increased eddy variance
in the upstream EAC, a shorter eddy shedding time scale, and a time-
mean EAC extension that extends further south toward Tasmania.
Although we find no evidence of phase-locking (e.g., Kiss & Frank-
combe, 2016) between the seasonal cycle of the forcing field and EAC
eddy shedding, we do see a reduction in the variability of the eddy-
shedding timing under variable surface forcing (supporting informa-
tion Figure S3). Additional experiments (Figure 11) reveal that regional
variability in the wind stress field shorter than 56 days accounts for
the enhancement of the mean EAC extension, and that variability at
longer time scales and/or in other surface fluxes is unimportant for
this feature.

The impact of time-varying forcing (with the same time-mean) on the
extent of the EAC extension has implications for climate change simu-
lations in the Tasman Sea. Coastal downstream EAC extension sec-
tions JK and AB show a mean transport change of 7.4 and 5.5 Sv,
respectively, between steady forcing (CONSTANT) and variable forcing
(VARY-ALL) experiments. With a maximum standard error in the mean
of 1.5 Sv, these changes are statistically significant. This is an impor-

tant result as these are similar to the long-term changes in transports predicted by recent climate change
simulations both in an eddy-resolving model (4.3 Sv at section AB (Oliver & Holbrook, 2014) and the multi-
model mean from 33 CMIP5 coupled simulations (6.8 Sv between 358S and 458S (Sen Gupta et al., 2016)).
Both these studies look at changes in a time-mean component of the wind stress curl (not the varying part)
to explain simulated changes to the EAC extension, an assumption that is not uncommon (e.g., Cai, 2006;
Feng et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2011). The present study suggests that long term trends in local, high-frequency
variability (<56 days) are an important additional nonlinear consideration for climate change studies focus-
ing on the spinup of the EAC.

The EAC inflows and formation regions are highly nonlinear and baroclinic (Couvelard et al., 2008; Qiu &
Chen, 2004; Srinivasan et al., 2017; Webb, 2000). There is mounting evidence that WBCs are not strengthen-
ing in a time-mean Sverdrup-like response but rather with enhanced eddy fields (Beal & Elipot, 2016; Gana-
chaud et al., 2014; Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015). We offer additional dynamical insight into the historical spin-up/
decadal variability mechanism put forward by O’Kane et al. (2014) and Sloyan and O’Kane (2015) and
endorsed by Oliver et al. (2015) in an eddy-resolving future climate simulation. Specifically, we find evidence

Figure 11. (a–e) Time-mean barotropic stream function difference between fil-
tered regional wind stress experiment and CONSTANT (integration taken east-
ward from Australia down to 1,945 m; contours every 2 Sv; matches Figure 5a
for comparison). Wind stress is filtered, retaining only periods: (a) <56 days,
(b) 56–148 days, (c) 148–330 days, (d) 330–400 days, and (e) >400 days.
(f) Power spectral density of the integrated wind stress curl (between January
1994 and December 2009) for south-western Pacific Ocean (shaded red in
inset). Black lines indicate where the wind stress filtering occurs between
experiments and the table indicates the total integrated wind stress curl for the
filtered experiments 5–9 (see supporting information Table S1).
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that appears consistent with parts of the mechanism presented in Sloyan and O’Kane (2015), namely that
nonlinear baroclinic offshore variability drives modest changes in the upstream EAC but strong changes in
the EAC-extension, Tasman Sea stratification and thermocline depth (supporting information Figure S4). Our
study extends Sloyan and O’Kane (2015) by using an eddy-permitting model. We also find a subsurface
increase in MKE along the whole length of the EAC forced by local wind variability of time scales <56 days,
rather than the low-frequency remote forcing implied by Sloyan and O’Kane (2015). Unlike Sloyan and O’Kane
(2015), we do not find that a weaker EAC transport at 288S leads to a weaker EAC extension; however, we do
find the well documented anticorrelation of the Tasman Front and EAC extension transports (e.g., Hill et al.,
2011). Future work could examine the role of resolution and realistic wind perturbations in the EAC extension
and Tasman Front pathways (e.g., Holton et al., 2016; Loveday et al., 2014; Seager & Simpson, 2016).

Qiu and Chen (2004) suggested that the annual cycle of the South Equatorial Countercurrent’s EKE was sim-
ilar in phase and amplitude to the EAC, starting a discussion in the literature on whether the EAC was influ-
enced by offshore variability. While there is evidence of EAC variability being determined by offshore
variability on decadal time scales (Hill et al., 2008; Holbrook et al., 2011), there has been little evidence of
forced variability at mesoscale or eddy-shedding time scales (Bowen et al., 2005; Mata et al., 2006). Consis-
tent with Bowen et al. (2005) and Mata et al. (2006), our study finds that the EAC sheds eddies due to intrin-
sically generated mixed barotropic/baroclinic instabilities; we extend this paradigm by showing that the
spatial location and conversion rate of instability can be influenced by local surface forcing variability. While
beyond the scope of this paper, an interesting extension would refine the size of the local surface forcing
(i.e., spatially modify the forcing area from VARY-LOCAL) and qualify the importance of remote higher-
period variability (>5 day means). In addition, the change in eddy shedding behavior would benefit from a
more detailed energetics analysis (e.g., Kang & Curchitser, 2015; Jouanno et al., 2016; Munday & Zhai, 2017;
Zhao et al., 2016; Zhong et al., 2016).

Mesoscale ocean-atmosphere interactions are increasingly recognized as important for the pathway and
extension of WBCs (e.g., Ma et al., 2016; Renault et al., 2016a, 2017). Here we have studied the simplest sce-
nario, uncoupled simulations under prescribed variable surface flux forcing (no bulk formulae); the simulations
shown in Figure 11 also have no variability in buoyancy fluxes. By design then, this excludes: nonlinear feed-
back of air-sea turbulent fluxes (see Hogg et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2016) and in particular the ‘‘eddy-killing
effect,’’ nonlinearity in the stress formula, and relative wind (e.g., Dawe & Thompson, 2006; Renault et al.,
2016b; Zhai, 2013; Zhai et al., 2012). Future work could look at the sensitivity of the EAC extension extent to
high-frequency forcing in more realistic frameworks. Given the increasing evidence for a South Pacific gyre in
a transitional state responding to an evolving wind forcing (Roemmich et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016), this kind
of research is crucial if we wish to understand the past and future circulation of the Tasman Sea.
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